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fourth of this publication. Pain also wrote “The Prac-

tical Builder”, and “British Palladio”, architectural

books which were popular with American house

wrights as well.

This superbly decorated room has traditionally

been attributed to Theophilus Hoyt, whose origins

sadly are unknown. It is said that it took Hoyt one

hundred days to complete carving the handsome

woodwork but nothing is recorded about his roll in

the painting of the floor. By the end of those three

New England Examples 

ABOVE LEFT: Renaissance Arabesque design used for
border. Courtesy Gregory and Patricia Seymour.
ABOVE RIGHT: View of stenciled floor’s central medal-
lion. Courtesy Gregory and Patricia Seymour.
BELOW: View of corner stenciling in Shaw house.
Courtesy Gregory and Patricia Seymour.

E   and fine classi-

cal style carved woodwork remain today, a

breathtaking rarity, in the substantial country

home built by Captain Shaw over 200 years ago. The

design of the floor, which more resembles that for a clas-

sical period plaster work ceiling than one for a stenciled

floor, consists of a four and a half foot central medallion

of extremely delicate nature with similar designs in each

four spandrels. This is enclosed by approximately ten-

inch border featuring a delicate arabesque in the same

black on natural. It was executed in dark brown or black

on natural floor-boards measuring between six and one

half and eight inches. Cutting the stencils needed for the

execution of this floor would have been very tedious

task, requiring talent and experience. Upon closer

examination the fact that the spandrel design and that

used for the roundel where executed by the same sten-

cil plate thereby requiring the cutting of one quarter of

the circle, which was moved in a circle to create a full

medallion in the center of the room. Thus only the cor-

ner design needed to be cut by the artist in order to cre-

ate this handsome floor.

The classically inspired woodwork in the same room

looks to be straight out of one of the numerous pattern

books published in England during the 18th century,

which incorporated belle flower ropes, swags, starred

medallions, dental borders, reeding, etc. One viewing of

the third edition of George Hepplewhites The Cabinet

— Maker and Upholsterer’s Guide published in 1794 pro-

duced examples of just about all of the motifs seen on

the carved woodwork as well as on the painted floor.

Designs in the Hepplewhite book of course were to

be either inlaid or carved on wooden furniture but are

representative of those in favor with American interior

decorators during the late 18th century. Colorations of

the illustrations, black on a grained ground, strongly

resemble the look of this painted floor, namely black

inlaid design on wood.

A design for a door-case seen in the 1799 “Practical

House Carpenter” written by William Pain and pub-

lished in London, is all but identical to the doorway

into this room from the hall area. This edition is the

Exterior of the Captain Abiathar Shaw house, 1790, West-
moreland, New Hampshire. Courtesy Gregory and Patricia
Seymour. Photo by Robert Hunt Rhodes.
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Detail of center roundel. Courtesy Gregory and Patricia Seymour.

months he had won the heart and hand of the owner’s

daughter Sabrina Shaw and they were married in

1811. That seems to be all that is known about the

master carver and perhaps floor decorator,

Theophilus Hoyt.28

The fact that the rest of the house is much more sim-

plistic than the parlor with much wider floor boards is an

indication that the parlor might have been upgraded into

the new classical style some ten to fifteen years after the

house was built in 1790, with new woodwork and floor-

ing added. The narrower planking was a great improve-

ment over the original wide floor-boards which tended

to warp and shrink producing a very uneven floor with

wide cracks between the boards to collect dust, etc.

Born in Norton, Massachusetts, in 1769, the

builder of this fine house, Abiatahar Shaw arrived in

Westmoreland in 1788. Eventually his first permanent

homestead was raised and to it he took his first wife,

Susanna, and their six children. House is said to have

been used as a tavern and later as a stop-over for the

Underground Railroad. In 1791 Shaw was called a

“nail maker” a profitable occupation in years when

nails for building became so scarce that the state

offered a bounty on their manufacture.

Sitting high above the roar of the Partridge Brook,

the Shaw house with its superb classical parlor, is

remarkably well preserved example of elegant Con-

necticut River Valley architecture.

  

ABOVE: Detail of classical door surround in room with
stenciled floor. Courtesy Gregory and Patricia Seymour.
BELOW: Page from the “Practical House Carpenter” by
William Pain, 1790 in London showing design
very similar to Shaw house doorway.


